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Mechanism and microkinetics of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction†

R. A. van Santen,*ab A. J. Markvoort,ac I. A. W. Filot,ab M. M. Ghouriab and
E. J. M. Hensenb

The increasing availability of quantum-chemical data on surface reaction intermediates invites one to

revisit unresolved mechanistic issues in heterogeneous catalysis. One such issue of particular current

interest is the molecular basis of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. Here we review current molecular under-

standing of this reaction that converts synthesis gas into longer hydrocarbons where we especially eluci-

date recent progress due to the contributions of computational catalysis. This perspective highlights the

theoretical approach to heterogeneous catalysis that aims for kinetic prediction from quantum-chemical

first principle data. Discussion of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction from this point of view is interesting

because of the several mechanistic options available for this reaction. There are many proposals on the

nature of the monomeric single C atom containing intermediate that is inserted into the growing

hydrocarbon chain as well as on the nature of the growing hydrocarbon chain itself. Two dominant

conflicting mechanistic proposals of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction that will be especially compared are

the carbide mechanism and the CO insertion mechanism, which involve cleavage of the C–O bond of

CO before incorporation of a CHx species into the growing hydrocarbon chain (the carbide mechanism)

or after incorporation into the growing hydrocarbon chain (the CO insertion mechanism). The choice of

a particular mechanism has important kinetic consequences. Since it is based on molecular information

it also affects the structure sensitivity of this particular reaction and hence influences the choice of

catalyst composition. We will show how quantum-chemical information on the relative stability of rele-

vant reaction intermediates and estimates of the rate constants of corresponding elementary surface

reactions provides a firm foundation to the kinetic analysis of such reactions and allows one to discrimi-

nate between the different mechanistic options. The paper will be concluded with a short perspective

section dealing with the needs for future research. Many of the current key questions on the physical

chemistry as well as computational study of heterogeneous catalysis relate to particular topics for

further research on the fundamental aspects of Fischer–Tropsch catalysis.

1 Introduction

The past decades have seen major advances in the study of
heterogeneous catalysis on a molecular level.1–5 A significant
contribution to this state of affairs has been the development
of instrumentation, with the use of surface model systems
(Somorjai,1 Ertl2), that enabled access to molecular events at

the catalyst surface. This in combination with computational
catalytic advances6–10 created the opportunity to put the rela-
tion between the chemistry of catalytically reactive surfaces and
catalyst performance on a firm footing. Moreover, apart from
providing a bridge between surface chemistry and kinetics
of catalytic reactions, the possibility of ab initio simulation of
catalytic reactivity is also essential for fruitful development of
physical chemical theories of catalytic reactivity, since it pro-
vides the essential data on the energies of reaction intermedi-
ates and transition barriers to test such theories.

This perspective will describe advances in our current
understanding, based on molecular catalysis research of the
past decade,11–36 of the mechanism of one particular hetero-
geneous catalytic reaction of significant current interest, that is,
the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. This reaction which converts
synthesis gas into liquid hydrocarbons is used in commercial
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processes to provide alternative fuel to that derived from crude
oil, as the synthesis gas (a mixture of mainly CO and H2) can be
produced by reforming coal, natural gas or biomass with steam
and oxygen.37 As synthesis gas from different sources has
different ratios of H2 to CO, different catalysts are being used.
Synthesis gas derived from coal, with a low H2 to CO ratio, for
instance, is preferentially converted by Fe based catalysts,
whereas Co is the preferred catalytic material for Fischer–
Tropsch processes involving synthesis gas with a higher H2/CO
ratio derived from natural gas. However, although discovered
nearly a century ago,38 the exact mechanisms of the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction are still unknown and many conflicting mecha-
nistic theories persist.

Elucidation of the mechanisms is important for the design of
novel catalysts that increase selectivity of the reaction. Since
synthesis gas production is an expensive process, there is a
practical incentive to reduce non-selective methane and light gas
production. Whereas the main products of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction are hydrocarbons, efficient ways to produce other

products selectively are desirable.39 Moreover, there is a need
to improve the stability of the catalysts so as to reduce
catalyst cost.

One particular aspect we will focus on is the relation
between catalyst performance and catalyst structure. Such
information is especially relevant for synthesis of improved
catalytic systems. The other focus of our attention will be on the
implications of our increased understanding for existing
kinetics models of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. We will dis-
cuss the molecular basis of the catalytic reactivity of metals
such as Fe, Ni, Co, Rh and Ru with respect to the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction and especially focus on how structural differ-
ences of catalytic reaction sites affect catalyst performance.

Structural effects are known in different forms. Fe, for
instance, will be converted to the carbide phase,40 with com-
putational studies of this system in its carbidic phase avail-
able.12,41 Other structural effects include the activation by
promoters. Such promoters are especially used in Fe based
catalysis, where often alkali and S are used,42 but also in Rh
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based catalysts, which are of interest for higher alcohol produc-
tion promoted by reducible oxides.39 The state of the surface of
such systems is not well understood and computational studies
of such complex systems are in an initial stage.43–46

It is also well known that catalysts that remain mainly
metallic during the Fischer–Tropsch reaction change structure
accompanied by an initial increase in the rate of CO consump-
tion. Schulz47,48 has called this phenomenon catalyst self-
organization. A striking experimental observation of surface
reconstruction of a Co single surface terrace is a STM study by
Wilson et al.,49 which demonstrated that an initially planar
Co(0001) terrace converts into small nanoparticles when
exposed to the Fischer–Tropsch reaction condition. Computa-
tional studies50 indicate that most likely increasing coverage
with adsorbed C atoms provides a driving force for these
transformations by stabilization of the more open surfaces.

Computational studies, as we will discuss here, that study
the performance of a catalytic reaction for a chosen surface
structure and composition provide a reference to an under-
standing of the very different reactivity patterns for the different
surface phases. The microkinetics approach implies that we
limit ourselves to the intrinsic kinetics of the reaction that
exclude mass and heat transfer effects. In practical catalysis the
latter are essential to consider as for instance discussed by
Iglesia and others.51,52

A molecular catalysis approach will first of all have to focus
on the mechanism of the reaction. As for many of the hetero-
geneous reactions, there is considerable debate about the
reaction mechanism of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. Two
essentially different mechanistic proposals which describe the
reaction steps of the hydrocarbon chain growth reaction, i.e.,
the carbide mechanism38 versus the CO insertion mechanism,53

are at the center stage of this debate. As has been discussed
already in a very early theoretical study of this reaction,54 the
key issue concerns the nature of the monomeric single C atom

containing ‘‘C1’’ intermediate that is incorporated into the
growing hydrocarbon chain. According to the proponents of
the carbide mechanism, the C1 intermediate is formed by
initial cleavage of the C–O bond of carbon monoxide. In a
consecutive step the partially hydrogenated CHx intermediate is
inserted into the growing hydrocarbon chain. According to the
CO insertion and related theories, the ‘‘C1’’ species to be
inserted into the growing hydrocarbon chain still contains a
C–O bond, which is broken only after the insertion of that
species into the growing chain.

Because of these conflicting mechanistic theories, there is
no consensus on the elementary rate expressions to be used in
kinetics expressions. To resolve these issues is one of the main
goals of this paper. We will see that computational catalysis
currently can help significantly to resolve the mechanistic
issues. It provides information on the relative stability of
reaction intermediates as well as elementary rate constant
parameters as activation energy barriers and transition state
entropies. The availability of such catalyst surface structure and
composition dependent quantitative data makes microkinetics
simulations useful for catalyst performance studies. Using
these data, different mechanistic models can be tested against
experiments and evaluated. The kinetics simulations integrate
elementary reaction steps into a catalytic cycle that for the
Fischer–Tropsch reaction may have varying elementary reaction
controlling steps dependent on catalyst or reaction conditions.
Therefore it is essential to determine the steady-state concen-
trations of reaction intermediates and products with solution
methods that solve the partial differential equations (PDEs),
that compute their rate of change without assuming a rate
controlling step.55 We will add to the theory of Fischer–Tropsch
kinetics by formulating the analytical kinetics expressions that
apply in reaction regimes with different rate controlling steps.

Information on the state of the surface under reaction
conditions is critical. Surface thermodynamics methods56–58

are available to predict overlayer formation as a function of
reaction conditions. These methods incorporate interaction of
adatoms and local surface reorganization. However, on the
atomistic level so far such surface reorganization effects have
only been combined computationally with an ongoing catalytic
reaction for less complex reactions using approximate grid
dependent methods.59

In this review we will therefore limit ourselves to mecha-
nistic and kinetics considerations on static surfaces, except that
the quantum-chemical calculations include local changes in
metal–metal bond distances when reaction intermediates
change. With these limitations, microkinetics simulations
based on first principle input of elementary reaction rates
and relative stability or reaction intermediates can give predic-
tions of catalyst performance as a function of surface structure
and composition. As we will see, microkinetics simulations of
the catalytic reaction are essential to properly identify the
relative importance of particular reaction intermediates.

The microkinetics simulations and computational quan-
tum-chemical catalytic data will lead to the interesting conclu-
sion that for the systems studied so far, the carbide mechanism
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is the most likely candidate. The benefit of the identification of
a particular mechanism is that it provides the link between
catalyst performance and catalyst structure and composition. It
gives theoretical insight into the relation between the chemistry
of catalyst surface and catalyst performance. It appears that
surface reaction centers of unique topology consisting of at
least 5 or 6 metal atoms in a surface step-edge type arrange-
ment are needed for high chain growth.

Using a similar combined quantum-chemical and micro-
kinetics approach we will also address a fundamental assumption
of Fischer–Tropsch kinetics based on empirical observations.55,60–66

This is the intriguing assumption that the rate of CO consump-
tion is independent of chain growth probability. This is coun-
terintuitive since within the carbide mechanistic scheme the
rate of CO to CHx transformation will have to be fast compared
to the rate of methane formation from CHx. Otherwise, as we
will discuss, the CHx surface concentration will be too low and
chain growth will have a low probability.

We will also highlight essential results from the extensive
and very relevant experimental literature51,60,67–76 on the
mechanism of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction to illustrate the
different mechanistic proposals. One of the most important
experimental observations of the past decade is the metal
particle size sensitivity of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction in
the nanometer regime of the reaction.77 Generally, the CO
consumption rate of the reaction per exposed surface metal
atom (turnover frequency) decreases steeply when the particle
size becomes less than 6 nm. Steady-state isotopic transient
kinetic analysis (SSITKA) transient experiments have shown
that in some cases this relates to the decrease in the surface
concentration of a uniquely reactive site.78 There are indica-
tions in the case of Co79,80 that also the reactivity of these
centers is affected by particle size. Interestingly, quantum-
chemical data show that some of the key elementary reaction
steps of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction, such as CO dissociation
and M–C bond cleavage reactions, are very sensitive to site
structure, whereas other elementary reactions such as the chain
growth reaction are less structure demanding.

In the next section, we will introduce the molecular chemi-
stry of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. We will discuss different
mechanistic proposals as well as the most important elemen-
tary reaction steps and reaction intermediates. This will be
followed in Section 3 by a short review of the most important
quantum-chemical insights into surface reactivity and relative
stability of key elementary reaction intermediates and corres-
ponding reaction rates. The numerical data used are based on
state of the art quantum-chemical DFT calculations, for details
of which we refer to the original papers. These two sections on
reaction intermediates provide a basis for the microkinetics of
the Fischer–Tropsch reaction’s analysis of Section 4. There we
will discuss the kinetics consequences of different mechanistic
options and also present analytical expressions for the rate of
CO consumption and chain growth probability valid in differ-
ent reactivity regimes. The section will be concluded with a
summarizing discussion where we will relate the mechanistic
and kinetics insights with the results of transient kinetics

experiments on catalyst particle size dependence. In the final
perspective section we will evaluate the current status of
fundamental insights into the Fischer–Tropsch reaction and
indicate open questions for future research.

2 The reaction mechanism

The Fischer–Tropsch reaction is a surface polymerization reac-
tion. In such a reaction one distinguishes reaction initiation,
chain growth and reaction chain termination. In this section we
will discuss the different proposals on the chemistry of these
three different reactions, the kinetic consequences of the
carbide versus the CO insertion chain growth mechanistic
proposals as well as the main experiments that are supporting
each mechanism.

Chain growth of an adsorbed hydrocarbon intermediate
occurs through insertion of an adsorbed C1 reaction intermedi-
ate that contains one carbon atom. In the carbide mechanism
the generation of a CHx intermediate initiates the overall
reaction, where the CHx intermediate is formed by dissociation
of the C–O bond of adsorbed CO. In contrast according to the
CO insertion mechanism chain growth occurs in two separate
steps. After the initial dissociation of a CO molecule, another
CO inserts into the CHx species that has been generated. Then
the C–O bond of the inserted CO cleaves and an initial C2Hy

species is generated. Further chain growth occurs by consecu-
tive insertion steps of CO into adsorbed hydrocarbon fragments
followed by C–O bond cleavage. The reaction intermediates and
reaction steps that correspond to these carbide and CO inser-
tion chain growth mechanisms are schematically shown in
Fig. 1a and b, respectively.

As we will discuss in the following, the chain growth reac-
tion is to be followed by a chain termination step that liberates
adsorbed hydrocarbon from the surface. The termination reac-
tion can be due to addition of hydrogen, b-CH cleavage or CO
insertion resulting in the formation of paraffins, olefins and
oxygenates, respectively.

Additionally, within the carbide mechanism, there is the
issue of the particular ‘‘CHx’’ intermediate to be inserted into
the growing hydrocarbon chain, for which CH32 as well as CH2

(ref. 81 and 82) species have been proposed. The nature of the
CHx species to be inserted relates to the nature of the adsorbed
growing hydrocarbon chains that are generated during the
polymerization stage of the reaction and on which no consen-
sus exists. We will discuss the three main chain growth
proposals, i.e., the proposals by Brady–Pettit, Maitlis, and
Gaube, which have been summarized in Fig. 2.

With the exception of the Maitlis proposal ‘‘CH2’’71,83–85 is
proposed to be the inserting ‘‘C1’’ species, but the nature of the
growing hydrocarbon chain can be alkyl, alkenyl or alkylidene.
According to the Maitlis proposal, to form the ‘‘C2’’ intermedi-
ate, recombination of ‘‘CH’’ with ‘‘CH2’’ type growing chains
occurs. As we will see in the next section, quantum-chemical
results indicate that instead of ‘‘CH2’’, ‘‘CH’’ may play a much
more dominant role than assumed according to the other
mechanisms of Fig. 2. Gaube et al.86 proposed chain growth
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through recombination of ‘‘CH2’’ with carbene terminated
hydrocarbon chains.

Chain growth through CO insertion has been originally
proposed by Pichler and Schulz.87 In addition to direct CO
insertion, also insertion of partially hydrogenated intermediates
such as CHO or CHOH16,37,69,88,89 has been proposed. Oxygenate
desorption and chain growth compete. Hence production of
longer oxygenates will not occur through the CO insertion chain
growth mechanism, but occurs through the carbide mechanism.

Within the carbide mechanism, the main competing pro-
cess with the chain growth reaction is formation of methane.
A high rate of CO to CHx transformation and a high ‘‘C1’’
insertion rate into the growing chain, but a low rate of
‘‘CHx’’ hydrogenation and hydrocarbon chain termination,
are conditions for high production of long hydrocarbons.
We will show that the C–O bond cleavage reaction will have
to be fast compared to methane formation. When this condi-
tion is satisfied, a high selectivity for formation of longer
hydrocarbons is possible as long as the rate of ‘‘C1’’ insertion
into the growing hydrocarbon chain is fast and the rate of
chain growth termination is slow compared to the latter.
Then the rate of chain growth may be fast compared to the

C–O bond activation and ‘‘C1’’ formation can be considered
rate controlling.

This situation with respect to CO dissociation is different for
the CO insertion mechanism case. Here the CO dissociation
rate has to be slow compared to the rate of CO insertion into the
growing chain and the rate of chain growth termination. The
rate of methanol formation from CO also has to be slow. The rate
of C–O bond cleavage after insertion into the growing hydro-
carbon chain has to be fast.

As we will see later in the section on the microkinetics of
the reactions, the different mechanistic schemes lead to very
different expressions for the chain growth probability a and the
rate of CO consumption. Then we will also discuss the conse-
quences of computational and experimental data of the relative
stability of reaction intermediates on Fischer–Tropsch performance.

It has been realized already in the seventies of the previous
century90,91 that there is a relation between metals that readily
dissociate CO and Fischer–Tropsch activity. However it has also
been realized that the activation energies92 for direct activation
of CO on the transition metal terraces are not consistent with

Fig. 1 Reaction scheme of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction according to (a) carbide
mechanism and (b) CO insertion chain growth mechanism (adapted from ref. 74).

Fig. 2 The three main chain growth reactions proposed within the carbide
scheme. (a) Brady–Pettit,81,82 (b) Maitlis,71,83–85 and (c) Gaube.86
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the measured apparent activation energies of the CO consump-
tion rate. A recent experiment by Salmeron et al.93 convincingly
demonstrated low activation energy of CO bond cleavage
in adsorbed CO on Co particles when promoted by H2. Com-
putational studies also show that on less reactive surfaces H
activated C–O bond cleavage through intermediate formyl
formation has a lower barrier than direct CO dissociation.29,31–33

This barrier can be comparable to that of the activation energy
of the overall reaction.

The most convincing experiments in favor of the carbide
mechanism are those by Biloen and Sachtler94,95 and by Brady
and Pettit.81,82 By decomposing 13CO on a Ru catalyst and
exposing this surface to a mixture of synthesis gas with 12CO,
Biloen et al. found that more than one 13C isotope label was
incorporated into the growing chain, which proves that ‘‘C1’’
generated by decomposition of CO is the monomer that is
inserted into the growing hydrocarbon chain. Brady and Pettit
decomposed CH2N2 on a metal catalyst and discovered upon
exposure to hydrogen longer hydrocarbon formation. Koerts
et al.96,97 decomposed CH4 on different metal surfaces, and
found longer hydrocarbons upon exposure to hydrogen gas
near room temperature. Even Pt will generate longer hydro-
carbons from C1 species generated from methane. The latter
experiments indicate not only that a ‘‘CHx’’ species is respon-
sible for chain growth, but also that this property is not limited
to the familiar Fischer–Tropsch active metals where ‘‘CHx’’ is
generated by dissociation of CO.97 Low selectivity can be due
to non-reactive carbon formation and rapid competitive forma-
tion of methane.

These experiments also support the idea that not the chain
growth reaction but CO activation is the CO consumption rate
limiting step. This is one of the reasons that the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction occurs at a higher temperature than required
for the chain growth reaction. The other reason is that at low
temperature CO adsorption will block the surface and no
dissociation reaction can occur.

On the other hand, the high pressure needed for Fischer–
Tropsch reactivity and the resulting high coverage with CO are
consistent with the CO insertion chain growth mechanism. An
elegant infrared experiment by Beitel et al.98,99 demonstrates
rapid CO consumption with the formation of adsorbed hydro-
carbon. A recent transient kinetics experiment by Schweicher
et al. also suggests a relation between CO coverage and rate of
chain growth.149 Based on kinetics simulations we will evaluate
these experiments and discuss consistency with the carbide
and/or CO insertion mechanism in later sections.

3 Quantum-chemistry of the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction

The ability of computational quantum-chemical techniques
to study quantitatively the relative stability of reaction inter-
mediates on surfaces representative of the experimental condi-
tion has made a major impact on theories of catalysis.100–103

Even more important is the possibility to calculate not only the

energies positioned in their local minima, but also transition
state structures and energies. The latter possibility to calculate
the rate constants of elementary reaction steps provides the
connection between surface chemistry and catalyst perfor-
mance. It enables one to do the microkinetics simulations
discussed in the next section.

Quantum-chemistry relates surface chemistry to the nature
of the surface chemical bond. Based on state of the art
quantum-chemical methods in the eighties, the basic molec-
ular orbital descriptions of the surface chemical bond have
been developed. These are highlighted in the very instructive
book of Hoffmann,104 that is still useful to rationalize the many
DFT based computational results that are available today.

The quantitative data we will use are based on more recent
DFT quantum-chemical studies. Preferred recombination reac-
tions sensitively depend on the structure of the metal surface.
Barriers for overall C–C bond formation are relatively low
compared to those of C–O bond activation and chain growth
termination. These barriers are indeed found to be rather
insensitive to the composition of the catalyst surface.

CO activation will be discussed in detail in the following
subsection. It will appear that direct CO activation is very
sensitive to surface structure. Only surface step-type reaction
sites provide activation energies low enough that CO activation
competes with undesirable hydrogenation of ‘‘CHx’’ species to
methane. Hydrogen activated CO activation is the dominant
route to ‘‘CHx’’ formation on less reactive surfaces, which
however are expected to give low chain growth probability.

Within the carbide mechanism CO insertion into a growing
hydrocarbon chain will lead to chain growth termination with
the formation of oxygenates. When the CO insertion chain
growth mechanism is operational this will not necessarily be
the case. A detailed discussion of the available quantum-
chemical information on the corresponding elementary steps
will be given. It will appear that available data indicate that
direct C–C bond formation through ‘‘CHx’’ insertion has a
significantly lower overall activation energy barrier than that
through CO insertion as long as x o 3. The barrier known for
CO insertion is consistent with the possibility that it terminates
the growing hydrocarbon chain.

3.1 C–C bond formation and chain termination

On metal surface terraces chain growth by recombination of a
CH3,ads species with growing alkyl chains has a barrier higher
than 200 kJ mol�1. This agrees with early extended Hückel
method results by Zheng et al.105 which explained this by the
umbrella effect arising when two parallel adsorbed CH3 species
become close to each other on a surface. The spatially extended
CH bonds will then make the first contact, which leads to a
repulsive interaction and inhibits the formation of C–C bonds.

The recombination of CHx species with x o 3 with a growing
hydrocarbon chain is substantially more favorable because
then the umbrella repulsion effect is reduced and other par-
tially occupied orbitals on the CHx species are available to
stabilize the activation energy. Calculated activation energies of
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CHx–CHy fragments adsorbed to a CO terrace and step site are
shown in Table 1.14

The data of Table 1 can be used to evaluate the relative
barriers for C–C bond formation in the chain growth reaction
by considering one of the CHx species to be the analogue of a
growing adsorbed hydrocarbon chain. One observes that
recombination with adsorbed C or CH is favorable on a terrace
site but recombination with a CH2 species is more favorable on
the stepped site. Also the more strongly bonded C and CH
species tend to have higher activation energies for recombina-
tion than the CH2 species. The weaker adsorption energy of the
adsorbed C atom is the reason for the preferential formation of
a carbonaceous overlayer on a flat terrace, rather than on the
stepped site where it would deactivate the site responsible for
selective Fischer–Tropsch catalysis.

Activation energies between recombining CHx species tend
to decrease with x. The increased coordinative saturation of the
carbon atom decreases the energy of the metal–C bond. This
has been predicted by Shustorovich,106 which he ascribed to
bond order conservation, and has been validated by Nørskov
et al.,107 who gave this phenomenon the name ‘‘scaling law’’
(see also ref. 7).

Except for C–C bond formation with ‘‘CH2’’ fragments,
recombination on the more weakly adsorbate binding terraces
is generally preferred. The CH and CH2 recombination reaction
on the terrace competes with CH2 and CH3 recombination in
the step edge. CH2 with CH2 recombination has an extremely
low barrier. However, to complete the chain growth reaction
hydrogen atom transfer reactions have to occur. The isomeriza-
tion of adsorbed ethylene by H atom transfer proposed by
Gaube86 (see Fig. 2c) to generate the chain growth intermediate
increases the apparent activation energy of this reaction sub-
stantially.17 The CH2 and CH2 recombination reaction refers to
the Gaube mechanism, the CH2 and CH3 recombination to the
Brady–Pettit chain growth reaction, and the CH and CH2

recombination to the Maitlis mechanism. All three types of
chain growth reactions appear to have comparable activation
energies, but site requirements differ.

Efficient C–C bond formation is possible on terraces as
well as on step-edge sites. The nature of the growing chain
and ‘‘CHx’’ species inserted determines the specific structure

dependence of the chain growth reaction. A comparison of
activation energies of CHx–CHy recombination for different
metals can be found in Table 2.

One notes substantial activation energy differences for C–C
bond formation when Cads is involved. The activation energies
of CH and CH2 bond formation or CH and CH3 bond formation
are found to be insensitive to changes in the M–C bond
energies. Larger variation is found for CH2 and CH2 recombi-
nation than for CH2 and CH3 recombination. But barriers
remain relatively low. This agrees with the experimental obser-
vations mentioned in the previous section, which indicate that
the rate constant of the chain growth reaction is not very
sensitive to the catalytically active metal used.

Within the carbide mechanism rapid chain growth requires
that hydrogenation of Cads or CHads to give methane is a
relatively slow reaction. Otherwise no ‘‘CHx’’ species is available
for incorporation into the growing hydrocarbon chain. Since to
produce methane the M–C bond has to be completely ruptured,
whereas to form a C–C bond from a CHx species the M–C bond
has to remain partially intact,108 the activation energies for
methane formation tend to vary more strongly with variation in
the surface adsorption strength than the activation energy for
C–C bond formation. Methane formation from adsorbed CHx

species has been studied by many authors.40 On surface terraces
of Co, Ru or Rh, the overall activation energy to form CH4 from
CHads is at least 100 kJ mol�1 and can increase to 140 kJ mol�1.
This is substantially higher than that of the lower activation
energy C–C bond forming reactions, which for several coupling
pathways is of the order of 70 kJ mol�1.

The quantum chemistry of CO insertion is quite analogous to
that of C–C bond formation by recombination of CH3 species.
The CO insertion reaction produces oxygenates within the
carbide mechanism and is part of the chain growth reaction
within the CO insertion chain growth mechanism. Similarly
as for C–C bond formation from the recombination of two
adsorbed CH3 species on the metal surface, the activation energy
for CO insertion into adsorbed alkyl is high (of the order of
150 kJ mol�1,12 see also ref. 109) because of the umbrella effect
of adsorbed CH3, which hinders the approach of CO.

As for the chain growth reaction, CO will insert with lower
activation energy into a CH or CH2 type hydrocarbon chain.

Table 1 Activation energies (eV) for CHx and CHy recombination on the flat terrace and stepped surface of Co(0001) according to Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof
(PBE)-Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA) based DFT calculations as implemented in the SIESTA code (adapted from ref. 14)

C + C C + CH C + CH2 C + CH3 CH + CH CH + CH2 CH + CH3 CH2 + CH2 CH2 + CH3

Flat 1.22 0.91 0.74 0.94 0.86 0.76 1.05 0.70 1.11
Step 2.43 1.96 1.34 1.09 1.76 1.32 1.55 0.22 0.73

Table 2 Calculated activation energies (eV) for C–C bond formation on stepped surfaces of three Fischer–Tropsch active metals according to PBE-GGA based DFT
calculations as implemented in the SIESTA code (adapted from ref. 15)

C + C C + CH C + CH2 C + CH3 CH + CH CH + CH2 CH + CH3 CH2 + CH2 CH2 + CH3

Co 2.46 0.96 1.36 1.12 1.74 1.34 1.57 0.27 0.76
Rh 2.26 1.66 1.58 1.50 1.44 1.56 1.60 0.86 0.89
Ru 1.80 1.29 1.13 1.28 1.26 1.25 1.62 0.92 1.17
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This was originally proposed by Zhuo et al.,36 who reported on
Co(0001) an activation energy of 80 kJ mol�1 for insertion of CO
into ‘‘CH2’’. The reaction is endothermic by 60 kJ mol�1. On the
open Ru surface, Filot et al.110 report activation energy of the
CO with ‘‘CH’’ reaction to be 60 kJ mol�1, which is 30 kJ mol�1

endothermic. The effective rate constant for chain growth
termination though requires at least one additional hydrogen
addition step (see Fig. 3), which can be as high as 90 kJ mol�1.
Hence, the apparent activation energies for termination
through CO insertion can be estimated to vary between 120 and
180 kJ mol�1.12,16 This is higher than that of termination of the
hydrocarbon chain as an alkane or alkene, which has an activa-
tion energy of the order of a hydrogen transfer activation energy.

These quantum-chemical results imply that CO will not insert
into the growing alkyl chain of the Brady–Pettit chain growth
mechanism. When alkenyl or alkylidyne type adsorbates as in the
Maitlis or Gaube mechanisms dominate the chain growth reac-
tion, long hydrocarbon chain oxygenate formation is possible. It is
important to realize that the CO insertion step competes with
insertion of a ‘‘CHx’’ species to lengthen the growing hydrocarbon
chain. This is schematically indicated in Fig. 3.

As illustrated in Fig. 3 CO insertion competes with CHx

insertion into a Cn growing chain to form a hydrocarbon of
chain length Cn+1. Cn+1 olefin formation and chain growth
compete in the second step. One predicts therefore that

oxygenate formation becomes suppressed with respect to
alkane or alkene formation when a chemical change on the
surface suppresses methane formation.111 This will result in an
increased concentration of ‘‘C1’’ species to be inserted into the
growing hydrocarbon chain. Generally, when the chain growth
probability a increases, selectivity towards oxygenate formation
will decrease.

The activation energy of formation of a C–C bond in combi-
nation with the relative stability of a CHx species determines
which of the three chain growth mechanisms operate. C–CH3,
CH–CH, CH–CH2, CH–CH3 and CH2–CH3 tend to have similar
activation energies. The relative stability of adsorbed C, CH,
CH2 and CH3, as found in the calculations of CH4 decomposi-
tion,20,21,88,107,112–117 thus determines the dominance of one of
these species for insertion. Generally, on the transition metals,
CHads tends to be substantially more stable than Cads (hydrogen
atom addition to Cads is exothermic by 40 kJ mol�1). This
suggests that the C atom is not directly involved in the chain
growth reaction. The relative stability of CHads and CH2,ads

varies. CH tends to be more stable by a few kJ mol�1 than
‘‘CH2’’, but on open surfaces the two may have similar energies.
CH3,ads is the least stable of the four ‘‘CHx’’ species, but has
usually an energy comparable to or slightly less than that of
Cads. Hence CH and CH2 will be the dominant inserting species.
Their respective overall insertion rates may depend on the

Fig. 3 CO insertion into the growing Cn hydrocarbon chain competes with CHx insertion. Hydrocarbon chain propagation requires rapid H atom insertion after the
CHx introduction step, where the hydrogen atoms are generated by dissociative adsorption of H2. It is indicated by sign that the hydrocarbon chain is continued

after insertion of CHx, but is discontinued (denoted by ) once CO has been inserted.
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surface structure. It implies a low probability for the Brady–Pettit
mechanism, which proposes alkyl chains as growing hydro-
carbon chains. In addition to CH2, CH is a good candidate for
insertion into the growing hydrocarbon chain.

According to the CO insertion chain growth mechanism, CO
has to insert into the growing hydrocarbon chain and C–O
bond cleavage has to follow. Once the CO bond is activated by
hydrogen, the activation energy of C–O bond cleavage is rela-
tively low.22,36,89 For instance, a typical activation energy for CO
bond cleavage in adsorbed formyl is 40 kJ mol�1,27,29,31,32 but
formyl formation from adsorbed CO and hydrogen is endother-
mic by 100 kJ mol�1. We already discussed that insertion of
CO into adsorbed CH3 has a high barrier due to the umbrella
effect. Insertion of CO into CH2 or CH has lower activation
barriers. However, low barrier C–O bond cleavage then is only
found after the insertion of additional hydrogen atoms until
the carbonyl group becomes attached to the growing hydro-
carbon chain as an aldehyde substituent by reaction steps as
illustrated in Fig. 3. This implies an additional energy cost of
the order of 90 kJ mol�1. The overall activation barrier for
insertion of CO into the growing hydrocarbon chain will vary
between 120 and 180 kJ mol�1.36,118 The overall rate of CO
insertion then is slow compared to the rate of C–O bond
cleavage of inserted CO.

The desorption energy of oxygenates is of the order of 80–
90 kJ mol�1.12,22 This competes with the comparable activation
energy of C–O bond cleavage and the growing hydrocarbon
chain.118 However the activation energy for hydrocarbon chain
termination is substantially lower than the apparent activation
energy of chain growth through CO insertion.

In summary, overall chain growth by CO insertion followed
by C–O cleavage will be expected to be slower than overall chain
growth according to the carbide mechanism, unless the rate
of CHx formation from adsorbed CO is too slow. The two

mechanisms will be further compared in Section 4 dealing
with microkinetics.

3.2 CO activation

The activation of diatomic molecules with a p-bond is highly
structure sensitive.18,32,77,88,102,116,119–121 This is illustrated in
Fig. 4 for the activation of CO on a Ru surface.

Whereas on the terraces of Ru or Co the activation energies
for CO bond cleavage can be in excess of 200 kJ mol�1,
activation on step-edge sites may reduce activation energies
by 100 kJ mol�1 or more. At such sites, in the adsorbed state,
the CO bond is weakened. In the side-on bonded adsorption
mode of CO substantial electron transfer into the anti-bonding
C–O bond weakening orbitals occurs. The local topology of the
surface metal atoms requires limited stretching of the C–O
bond from its ground state to the transition state. Also in the
transition state there is no sharing of chemical bonds between
the dissociating molecular atoms and surface metal atoms,7

which otherwise would increase the activation energy.
On the terraces and surfaces on which direct CO activation

has a high activation barrier, a different C–O bond cleavage
mechanism may take over. C–O bond cleavage through inter-
mediate hydrogen activation of CO and intermediate formyl
formation may become more favorable.29–33 On most surfaces
this reduces the overall activation energy to convert CO to CHx

to approximately 120 kJ mol�1. This value appears to be rather
insensitive to the surface or the metal. A comparison of the
energetics of conventional and hydrogen-assisted activation
reaction paths on a reactive Ru surface site is given in Fig. 5.33

One notes that on the step-edge site, activation of the C–O bond
by addition of a hydrogen atom has an energy cost of 120 kJ mol�1

when the reaction proceeds through intermediate formyl formation,
but even more when the hydrogen atom attaches initially to the CO
oxygen atom. On the (11%21) surface, direct CO activation is more

Fig. 4 Comparison of adsorption, reaction energies and activation energies (kJ mol�1) of CO activation on dense Ru(0001) surface versus stepped surface according
to PBE-GGA based DFT calculations as implemented in VASP (adapted from ref. 7).
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favorable because of its low value of 62 kJ mol�1. The overall
activation energy to form ‘‘CH’’ will also be low because of the
comparable activation energy to convert Cads on this site to CHads.

26

In agreement with the proposal that direct low activation
energy CO activation requires step-edge sites, which are
expected to be stable only on larger particles, an elegant
experiment by Salmeron et al.93 demonstrated that on small
Co particles the hydrogen activated CO bond cleavage mecha-
nism gives C–O bond cleavage, whereas direct CO activation
does not occur at the low temperature used in their experiment.
Behm et al.122 also provide experimental indications that
formyl intermediates are stable only on larger Ru particles.

3.3 In summary

Hydrocarbon chain growth is possible at a low temperature and
will proceed over many metals and surfaces as long as CHx

species are available. The competitive reaction is methane
formation, so the rate of CHx consumption to give methane
has to be slow. Metals or surfaces with relatively weak M–C
bond energies are less suitable because of rapid methane
formation. In the Fischer–Tropsch reaction, CO activation
generates the CHx species that is inserted into the growing
hydrocarbon chain. Hence CO activation has to be fast com-
pared to methane formation. The activation energy to convert
CHx,ads to methane is typically between 100 and 140 kJ mol�1.

When the carbide mechanism is operational, the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction will be highly structure sensitive, since only
on specific sites CO activation, be it direct or through H-assisted
activation, has the overall activation energy that it can deliver CHx

fast enough for the chain growth reaction to have a reasonable rate.
The experiments by Bezemer et al.,123 which demonstrate

that metallic Co particles less than a few nanometers have

low Fischer–Tropsch activity, suggest that the larger particles
stabilize the step-edge sites and that the smaller particles loose
this capability. This is in line with earlier work on N2 activa-
tion,124,125 which also indicates that molecular p bond activa-
tion becomes inhibited on the smaller particles because the
step-edge type sites are absent.

The CO insertion route to give chain growth is less structure
sensitive than the carbide path, but we have seen that CO
insertion tends to be slow compared to direct C–C bond
formation and therefore within the CO insertion mechanism
will not lead to high chain growth parameter a values.

We will discuss the kinetics of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction
based on the quantum-chemical studies of the relative stability
of relevant reaction intermediates and their elementary rate
constants in the next section. This is important because the
relative concentrations of the reaction intermediates of the
surface adsorbate overlayer under reaction conditions need to
be known for definitive comparisons of the kinetic conse-
quences of the different mechanistic proposals.

To conclude this section we show in Fig. 6 for a reactive
site on the Ru(11 %21) surface the subsequent energies of CO
adsorption and dissociation followed by C–C bond formation
according to the carbide and CO insertion mechanisms. In this
particular case, CO insertion into CH has a lower barrier than that of
the CH–CH recombination reaction step. However the barrier of

Fig. 5 Comparison of the energetics of hydrogen assisted versus direct CO
dissociation on Ru(11 %21) surface according to PBE-GGA based DFT calculations
as implemented in VASP (adapted from ref. 33).

Fig. 6 Comparison of activation barriers of elementary reaction steps for C–C
coupling according to the carbide mechanism and the CO insertion chain growth
mechanism on Ru (11 %21) surface according to PBE-GGA based DFT calculations as
implemented in VASP. Energy reference is CO and H2 in gas phase.110
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CH–CH recombination is lower than the overall activation barrier
for CHC formation via CO insertion because of the high C–O bond
cleavage activation energy. Hence the carbide chain growth mecha-
nism will dominate. In view of its low activation energy CO insertion
into CH is a reasonable reaction path for acetaldehyde formation.
Whether this will be actually formed depends on the competitive
formation of methane. In this case of reaction on the very open
(11%21) Ru surface the overall activation energies to form methane
and acetaldehyde from ‘‘CH’’ are respectively 196 kJ mol�1 and
137 kJ mol�1.110 Note the higher overall activation energy of
aldehyde formation, compared to the CO insertion barrier. It is
due to consecutive reaction steps with adsorbed H atoms as
discussed above. The rather favorable overall activation energy
for oxygenate formation compared to that of methane formation
is consistent with the observation of high oxygenate yield in the
Fischer–Tropsch reaction catalyzed by Ru nanoparticles at low
temperatures.126

On the (11%21) surface low activation energy CO dissociation
and chain growth by CH insertion take place on different sites.
Cads is generated at a fourfold site to which it preferentially binds.
On the other hand CHads prefers coordination to a threefold site.
The two sites are connected through a CH diffusion step.26 This
Fischer–Tropsch dual site allows for chain growth without block-
ing the CO dissociation reaction by adsorbed growing hydro-
carbon chains. Also CO dissociation will not be poisoned by
carbonaceous overlayer formation since this preferentially occurs
on the terrace sites instead of the stepped surface sites.

4 The microkinetics of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction

One of the most intriguing issues concerning the kinetics of
the Fischer–Tropsch reaction is that empirical kinetics
modeling approaches, developed in a reactor engineering con-
text,61–67,127–131 indicate that the rate of CO consumption is
independent of chain growth. We will compare here the results
of microkinetics simulations based on the carbide mecha-
nism132 with those based on the CO insertion mechanism.133

Interestingly, the empirical kinetics model is found to be con-
sistent with only the carbide mechanism. The elementary rate
condition that has to be satisfied is that the apparent rate of CO
transformation to CHx is slow compared to the rate of chain
growth. Paradoxically, but only seemingly, this appears to be in
conflict with the requirement that within the carbide mecha-
nism the rate of CO activation has to be fast compared to the rate
of methane formation or the rate of chain growth termination.

A classical observation on the product distribution of the
Fischer–Tropsch reaction is that, beyond a chain length of three
carbon atoms, within a significant chain length interval the
hydrocarbon concentration depends logarithmically on its
chain length. The slope of this relation defines the chain
growth probability a that is independent of hydrocarbon chain
length. This is called the Anderson–Schulz–Flory (ASF) product
distribution.134–136 Deviations of this dependence may relate to
product readsorption137,138 that we will ignore in the following.

We will also assume that Oads generated by C–O bond cleavage
is removed fast compared to the other reaction steps, so that
the catalyst surface can be considered metallic during reaction.
Generally, excess methane and suppressed C2 hydrocarbon
concentration is found compared to the ASF distribution that
we will also comment on in the subsequent subsections.

We will initiate this section with a discussion of kinetics
according to the carbide mechanism that in a later section will
be compared with chain growth according to the CO insertion
growth mechanism. The microkinetics results to be discussed
here are based on a single site model of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction. For a comparison of kinetics according to the single or
dual site model we refer to Markvoort et al.132

4.1 Kinetics according to the carbide mechanism

The quantum-chemical results of the previous section indi-
cated that CH2–CH2 recombination is an easy reaction. Sup-
pressed C2 formation, as found experimentally, indicates that
this is an unlikely reaction. This suggests that ‘‘CH2’’ is not the
dominant C1 species active in the growing chain reaction, as
suggested within the Gaube mechanism. Instead, ‘‘CH’’ seems
to be the preferred intermediate for C1 insertion into the
growing chain. This is in agreement with suggestions of low
activation energies of CH–CH recombination and the CH
insertion reaction by Ciobı̂că’’ et al.17 and Shetty et al.26 For
this reason we have performed molecular kinetics simulations
of the chain growth reaction based on this assumption.55

Molecular kinetics simulations explicitly contain all elemen-
tary steps of the reaction. The corresponding ordinary differ-
ential equations132 can be solved without assuming a rate
controlling step, so that the possibility of a change in the rate
controlling step with changed surface reactivity or reaction
condition can be investigated. This is essential since we will
observe that the kinetics of the reaction depends on the ratios
of key elementary rate constants. We will discuss the results of
molecular kinetics simulations based on activation energies as
typically obtained from quantum-chemical calculations for
metals such as Co or Ru. Elementary reactions in which
molecules exchange between gas phase and surface require
inclusion of entropy loss or gain in their activation entropies.
Adsorbates have been assumed to be immobile and their
transition states to be tight103 so that activation entropies for
elementary reaction steps on the surface could be ignored.
Apart from methane formation only linear olefins are products.
The elementary rates of reaction of hydrocarbons have been
assumed to be independent of chain length. Different para-
meter choices relate to different surface topologies or metal
choice. The results presented in Fig. 7 have been obtained
without including re-adsorption of product molecules of the
gas phase. Details of parameter choices and elementary reac-
tion steps included are given in ESI.† The results are represen-
tative for a stepped CO or Ru surface.

In Fig. 7, rates of CO consumption, the chain growth para-
meter a and C2

+ yield RC2
+ are plotted as a function of temperature.

Fig. 7a illustrates the dependence of catalyst performance on the
activation energy of C–O bond cleavage and the rate of methane
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formation. As discussed previously within the carbide mechanism
these parameters are critical to the selectivity of the reaction.
Increased rate of CO bond cleavage will enhance the surface
concentration of CHads intermediates and hence increase the
probability of chain growth. Reduced rate of methane formation
is also expected to increase the surface CHads concentration. In
the section that follows also the effect of changes in the chain
growth rate and chain growth termination will be discussed.

Most striking are the very different temperature regimes
observed for optimum C2

+ yield versus methane production. The
optimum in CO consumption rate at the higher temperature is
mainly determined by the latter. The reaction starts at a tempera-
ture where CO starts to desorb and CO dissociation becomes
possible. At the lower temperature the elementary rates of methane
formation and chain growth termination are slow, because of their
relatively high overall activation energies. This is the reason for the
preference of lower temperatures for the Fischer–Tropsch reaction.

Fig. 7 indicates that below an activation energy of CO of
110 kJ mol�1 the CO conversion rate RCO and the chain growth
parameter a do not change. This indicates a change in the rate
controlling step of the reaction. We will discuss this more exten-
sively in the next subsection. There we will demonstrate that
Fischer–Tropsch kinetics behaves very differently in the two limiting
cases that we have called chain growth limited kinetics and

monomer formation limited kinetics. The results in Fig. 7 illustrate
chain growth limited kinetics when the activation energy of CO is
below 110 kJ mol�1. The rate of chain growth termination then is
the rate controlling step and CO bond cleavage is fast compared to
the chain growth reaction. When CO activation limits, catalyst
performance kinetics behavior is according to the monomer for-
mation limit. Then the chain growth reaction as well as chain
growth termination is faster. However, as we illustrate in Fig. 7b, in
order to have chain growth selectivity the rate of methane formation
from ‘‘CHx’’ will have to be slower than the CO bond activation
reaction.

In both limits the selectivity of the reaction towards formation of
longer hydrocarbons is strongly enhanced when the rate of methane
formation from adsorbed ‘‘CH’’ is suppressed. This is simulated by
a decrease of the rate constant for formation of CH2,ads from
CHads. At low temperatures the overall rate of CO consumption
RCO is not affected by this change in the elementary rate. At the
higher temperatures the rate of methane formation becomes
limiting and the overall rate of CO consumption decreases.

Fig. 8 shows pressure dependence for three microkinetics
simulations with different activation energies for CO activation,
chain growth termination and methane formation. Chain
growth limited and monomer kinetics limit cases are shown.
One notes that the CO consumption rate and the chain growth

Fig. 7 Microkinetics simulations of the chain growth parameter a, C2
+ yield RC2

+ and the rate of CO consumption RCO as a function of temperature. Total pressure
PCO = 5 bar and PH2

= 15 bar. The rates are expressed as turnover frequencies (TOFs) of CO, where the unit is the number of CO molecules consumed per site per second.
Default elementary rate parameter values as in ESI.† (a) a, RC2

+ and RCO for three different values of ECO
act. (b) a, RC2

+ and RCO for three values of ECO
act, where E

CH!CH2
act is now

increased from 70 kJ mol�1 to 90 kJ mol�1 (reproduced with permission from ref. 132).
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probability agree with usually observed experimental behavior.
The rate of C2

+ formation is found to have a negative order in
CO pressure, but positive in H2 pressure.37 The dependence of
the chain growth parameter on H2 pressure is very sensitive to
the rate limiting step of methane formation. As Fig. 8b
indicates the chain growth parameter a will decrease with H2

pressure when instead of the transformation CHads to CH2,ads

the transformation of CH2,ads to CH3,ads is assumed to be rate
limiting. Since now more hydrogen is consumed in methane
formation this rate has become higher order in H2 pressure.

As one can observe from Table 3, high chain growth and the
rate of CO consumption are consistent with a high surface
concentration of CO. When the rate of termination becomes
very slow, the rate of CO consumption decreases since the
surface becomes poisoned by an overlayer of growing hydro-
carbon chains. The slowing down of the chain growth termina-
tion rate has been done in the microkinetics simulations by
decreasing the rate constant of one of the essential hydrogen

atom transfer steps in the chain growth termination reaction.
This decrease in the CO consumption rate when the rate of chain
growth has become limiting is caused by the suppression of the
rate of CO dissociation because of the lack of surface vacancies.

The very different surface compositions that are consistent
with high chain growth probability relate to kinetics operating
in different relative rate constant regimes. This is the topic of
the next subsection.

4.1.1 Kinetic expressions according to the carbide mecha-
nism: the monomer formation model versus the chain growth
model. The kinetics behavior that corresponds to the different
mechanistic models will be introduced in more detail here.
Useful to this comparison is the use of a lumped molecular
kinetics model that enables one to derive analytical expressions
for the rate of CO consumption and chain growth probability
valid in different reactivity regimes.

The classical kinetics scheme of the Fischer–Tropsch reac-
tion that corresponds to the carbide mechanism is represented
by Scheme 1.

In this section we will discuss the steady state solutions to the
corresponding partial differential equations. In the next section
we will apply those to time-dependent solutions relevant to
transient kinetics. The advantage of this way to solve the kinetic
equations is that no rate controlling step has to be assumed.

A useful theoretical approach developed within computa-
tional catalysis is to study the kinetics of a reaction as a
function of surface interaction strength. It leads to analyses
in terms of the Sabatier principle.9,100,101,139,140 The rate of a
catalytic reaction will show a maximum at optimum interaction
strength of the surface. Such an analysis is also possible for
the complex reaction scheme that corresponds to Scheme 1,
when one realizes that the different rate constants will not vary

Fig. 8 Microkinetics simulations of the chain growth parameter a, C2
+ yield RC2

+ and the rate of CO consumption RCO as a function of temperature. Three different
partial pressures of H2 and CO are compared as indicated in the figures. Default parameters are given in ESI.† Note that for clarity not all figures use the same scale.
(a) Chain growth kinetics limit; low elementary rate constant of chain growth termination: ECHCH2R!CH2CH2R

act ¼ 90 kJ mol�1; (b) chain growth kinetics limit; altered

rate controlling step of methanation elementary rate constant: ECH!CH2
act ¼ 90 kJ mol�1; (c) monomer formation limit; ECO

act = 110 kJ mol�1; ECH!CH2
act ¼ 90 kJ mol�1.111

Table 3 A comparison of surface compositions according to microkinetics
simulations at 5 bar CO and 15 bar H2. First column, default parameters as in
ESI; second column, default values as in ESI except for E

CH!CH2
act ¼ 90 kJ mol�1;

third column, default values as in ESI except for E
CH!CH2
act ¼ 90 kJ mol�1 and

E
CHCH2R!CH2CH2R
act ¼ 90 kJ mol�1111

High kCH4
t Low kCH4

t Low kC–C
t

Tmax (C2
+) 500 K 520 K 540 K

Sel. CH4 50% 0% 0%
a 0.99 0.96 0.99
Coverage CO 91% 76% 28%
Vacancy 2% 6% 7%
Coverage C 0% 1% 4%
Growing chains 7% 17% 61%
Coverage of CO without reaction 91% 80% 60%
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independently with surface strength. This can be implemented
in a computational approach using the Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi
(BEP) relationship between activation energies and reaction ener-
gies of elementary surface reaction steps.7,101,102,141 Such relations
have been extensively analyzed using computational quantum-
chemical data that provide rules for activation energy change as
a function of the adsorption energy of reaction intermediates.
Through the scaling laws107 mentioned earlier, this can be
related in an approximate way to the adsorption energies of
the atoms. It is for instance well understood that as long as the
structure of the reactive center and the mechanism of elemen-
tary reaction steps do not alter, the changes in activation energy
for elementary reactions in which bonds are broken follow
closely the energetics of reaction energies, while, because of
microscopic reversibility, recombination reactions as the chain
growth reaction to a first approximation can be considered
independent of changes in reaction energies77,116,142 and hence
are rather insensitive to changes in surface reactivity. When one
follows such an approach, the dependence of the rate of CO
consumption and the chain growth parameter a on the changing
adsorption energy of a C-atom as shown in Fig. 9 is found.132

As expected from the Sabatier principle, the rates of CO
consumption show a maximum as a function of the interaction
strength of the metal surface. Since we used BEP relations to
calculate the curves of Fig. 9, the curves apply only to a situation
when there is no change in surface topology.

If one compares the surface coverage to the left and right of
the Sabatier maximum in Fig. 9, one finds that for the weakly
interacting surfaces to the right of the maximum the surface is
covered with CO, while to the right of the Sabatier maximum the
surface becomes covered with growing hydrocarbon chains. This
implies a change in the rate controlling step. When the surface
interaction strength is weak, CO activation has a high activation
energy, but the rate of CHx hydrogenation to give methane will
be fast. This will suppress the rate of the chain growth reaction.
When the surface interaction strength increases, the relative rate
of CO dissociation will increase and methane formation
becomes suppressed. The increasing rate of chain growth that
results will increase the apparent chain growth rate to become
faster than the rate of chain growth termination. The latter rate
also decreases with increasing M–C interaction strength,
because upon product desorption the M–C bond cleaves. The
increase in the chain growth parameter a with increasing M–C

bond energy as shown in Fig. 9 begins beyond this M–C bond
energy. The maximum rate of CO consumption corresponds to
the M–C bond energy where the rate constant of the CO to CHx

transformation becomes equal to the rate constant of the chain
growth reaction. When the M–C bond energy increases further,
to the left of the maximum of RCO in Fig. 9, the rate constant of
CO dissociation is not only fast compared to the rate of chain
growth, but also fast compared to the rate constant of chain
growth termination. Then the rate constant of termination
becomes limiting to the reaction and the surface becomes
covered with growing hydrocarbon chains that inhibit the rate
of CO dissociation, so that RCO decreases.

Also shown in Fig. 9 are the approximate solutions to the
kinetics that are found when different rate controlling steps are
assumed. To the far right of the RCO maximum, the RCO rate can
be calculated within the Fischer–Tropsch monomer formation

Scheme 1 Schematic representation of the lumped reaction steps of the carbide mechanism, their rate constants, and their dependencies on reactants, where yCO

represents adsorbed CO, yi adsorbed chains of i carbons, yv vacant surface sites and Ci desorbed alkanes of length i. CO adsorbs to and desorbs from vacant surface
sites with rate constants kCO

ads and kCO
des. Adsorbed CO can dissociate with the rate constant kCHx

CO , resulting in an adsorbed C1, where Oads removal from the surface is
considered to be fast. All chain growth reaction steps, converting a Ci chain plus a C1 into a Ci+1, are considered reversible with rate constants kf

CC and kb
CC, independent

of chain length. Finally, C1 desorbs with rate km
t while chains Ci of at least length 2 desorb with, again chain length independent, rate kt.

Fig. 9 Catalyst performance parameters RCO (a) and a (b) as a function of
surface reactivity with variation in elementary lumped rate parameters based on
BEP type expressions. The interaction energy decreases to the right, as would be
the case in a row of the periodic system. Apart from the simulated model curves
also the monomer formation and chain growth limits are shown. Kinetic symbols
as in Scheme 1. Used parameters: extrapolated activation energies for Eads(C) = 0;
E0

f = 55 kJ mol�1 (kf
CC), E0

t = 70 kJ mol�1 (kt), E0
d = 270 kJ mol�1 (kCHx

CO ); respective
Brønsted–Evans–Polanyi parameters: bf = 0.0, bt = �0.3, bd = 1.2; respective pre-
exponents; Af = 1013 s�1 At = 1017 s�1, Ad = 1013 s�1; kb

CC = 0 (adapted from ref. 55).
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kinetics limit,55 whereas at the RCO maximum and to the left of
the RCO maximum, the chain growth limit expression is valid.
In eqn (1) and (2) the corresponding expressions for RCO and
the chain growth parameter a are given.132,143

Monomer formation limit (kCHx
CO yCO � kfCCy1):

RCO ¼ kCHx
CO yCO 1� yCOð Þ (1a)

a ¼ 1þ kt
2

kfCCk
CHx
CO yCO 1� yCOð Þ

 !1=3
0
@

1
A
�1

(1b)

Chain growth limit (kCHx
CO yCO � kfCCy1):

RCO ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ktk

f
CC 1� yCOð Þ3

q
(2a)

a ¼ 1þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

kt

kfCC 1� yCOð Þ

s !�1
(2b)

With increasing pressure RCO conversion to the right of the RCO

maximum will decrease and the monomer formation limit expres-
sions eqn (1a) and (1b) fit the simulated curve best at the lower
pressures. The pressure should not be so low that the reaction
becomes limited by the rate of CO adsorption, so that only
methane will be formed. The monomer formation kinetics limit
represents the limiting case where RCO is independent of the chain
growth rate, which as we discussed is usually assumed in engi-

neering kinetics. It applies approximately as long as kCHx
CO is rate

controlling and small compared to kf
CC. The chain growth para-

meter a will be close to one as long as kCHx
CO is larger than km

t and kt

and methane formation is suppressed. The dependence of a on
the surface interaction strength is more shallow than that of the
CO consumption rate. Already to the right of the RCO maximum,
where the surface remains mainly covered by adsorbed CO, a can
be close to one as long as methane production is suppressed.

Within the monomer formation limit the overall free activa-
tion energy of the conversion of CO into CHx has to be larger
than the activation free energies of chain growth and chain
growth termination. At the same time the rate of CO to CHx

transformation has to be fast compared to the rate of methane
formation from CHx. Thus there is an upper as well as a lower
bound to the activation free energy of the CO to CHx transfor-
mation. The data presented in Section 3 indicate that CO
conversion to CHx has only sufficiently low activation energy,
when CO activation occurs on step-edge type sites.

Since within the monomer formation limit the rate of CO
consumption is not at its maximum, Fischer–Tropsch catalysts
that are empirically found to operate kinetically within this
limit are far from their theoretical maximum performance.

Near the RCO maximum, the chain growth limit expression
applies, but the decrease in CO surface concentration has to be
properly accounted for. The RCO rate depends explicitly on kt and
kf

CC and a only on their ratio. Both eqn (2a) and (2b) have become

independent of kCHx
CO , which now is fast compared to kf

CC and kt.
The physical interpretation of the chain growth limit

expressions is that the surface becomes covered with growing

hydrocarbon chains. The rate of CO consumption becomes con-
trolled by the rate of chain growth termination and the rate
constant of chain growth, with the latter being involved since
‘‘C1’’ consumption is also determined by the rate at which it is
incorporated into the adsorbed hydrocarbon chain. In the chain
growth limit the growing hydrocarbon chains inhibit CO activa-
tion. Therefore the dual site model, in which the site of CO
activation is different from the location of chain growth, will give
substantially higher yield than the single site model.132 In contrast
within the monomer formation limit a dual site will not have an
advantage, since the surface is mainly covered by CO and the
surface coverage with growing hydrocarbon chains is low.

When the surface interaction strength is very large, the C–C
bond formation becomes endothermic. Then it is essential to
include reversibility of this reaction into the kinetics simulations
of the reaction.132 At very high surface interaction strengths, the
increasing endothermicity of the chain growth reaction limits
overall chain growth and, as a consequence, the chain growth
reaction becomes less selective and more methane is produced.
The dependence of a on the surface interaction strength is more
shallow than that of the CO consumption rate. Already to the
right of the RCO maximum a can be close to one as long as
methane production is suppressed.

Fig. 10 presents two simulated BEP curves in which a surface
with a low barrier of CO activation is compared with a surface

Fig. 10 Influence of the CO activation energy E0
d on (a) the CO consumption rate

RCO and (b) the chain growth parameter a as a function of the adsorption energy
of carbon Eads(C). (c) The rate constants (s�1) from the BEP relations as a function
of the adsorption energy of carbon Eads(C). Red lines correspond to an initial value
(i.e. at Eads(C) = 0) of the CO activation energy E0

d of 220 kJ mol�1 and black lines to
an initial value of 270 kJ mol�1. Other parameters as in Fig. 9 except that E0

t =
85 kJ mol�1 (adapted from ref. 55).
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with a high activation barrier for CO dissociation. The former
can be considered the case where CO dissociates at a step-edge
site, and the latter the case where CO dissociates at a terrace.
The maximum in RCO shifts to stronger surface interaction
energies when dissociation is more difficult. One also observes
the substantially lower chain growth probability on the terrace
surface. The probability that ‘‘CH’’ generated by CO activation
is converted to methane is now substantially increased. This is
in line with the experimental observations of decreased activity
and increased methane selectivity for small metal particles.123

Selective methane formation, as in the Sabatier–Senderens
process,144–146 requires rapid CHx to methane formation once
CO has been activated. This is favored by surfaces with a high
activation energy of CO bond cleavage and weak Cads adsorp-
tion energies, typically found far at the right of RCO Fischer–
Tropsch maximum of the Sabatier relation curves in Fig. 9 and
10. For such weakly interacting surfaces, the C–O bond cleavage
reaction is promoted by intermediate formyl formation. On the
other hand, optimum Fischer–Tropsch selectivity requires low
methane formation and hence the opposite situation of a very
reactive surface with low barrier of CO cleavage and a strong
M–C bond. A practical catalyst may contain a mixture of reactive
and non-reactive surfaces. Then undesirable methane production
will be due to the presence of these non-reactive surfaces.

Comparison of the RCO maxima in Fig. 10a with the changes
in rate constants in Fig. 10b shows that the RCO maxima

coincide with the crossing of the rate constant kCHx
CO and kf

CC,
the rate constant of C–C formation (in the simulations of
Fig. 10 the reverse of the C–C formation reaction has been
ignored for convenience).

Fig. 11 schematically illustrates the required relation for
high chain growth between CO adsorption equilibria and
elementary (lumped) rate constants.

The lowest temperature at which the Fischer–Tropsch reac-
tion can happen is determined by the desorption temperature
of CO. Only when CO desorbs, vacant sites are available so that
C–O bond activation can occur. The condition for low activation
energy C–O bond cleavage as well C–C bond formation implies
that their activation energies will be low compared to those of
methane formation and chain growth termination. The lower

temperature will favor chain growth, because then the rate of
chain growth termination kt is slow compared to the rate
constant of chain growth kf

CC and the rate of methane for-

mation km
t remains slow compared to the rate constant kCHx

CO . At
the higher temperatures, the surface coverage of CO will rapidly
decrease further. The rate constants of methane formation and
chain growth termination increase and may cross the more
slowly increasing rate constants of CO dissociation and C–C
bond formation. Hence, formation of methane will become
favored at the higher temperatures far above the CO desorption
maximum. Higher pressure will favor chain growth at the
higher temperatures because it increases the rate of CHx

formation by increasing CO surface coverage.
Within the Fischer–Tropsch monomer formation limit the

CO to CHx transformation rate is slow compared to the rate
constant of C–C bond formation, whereas within the chain
growth limit the reverse condition holds. A high value of a is
possible in both limits. The optimum CO consumption rate is
found for a surface of intermediate reactivity where the overall

rate constant of CHx formation from CO kCHx
CO balances the rate

of chain growth kf
CC.

An important recent experiment that seemingly contradicts
the carbide mechanism is a transient Fischer–Tropsch kinetics
study by Schweicher et al.147 They observe an increase in
Fischer–Tropsch selectivity when following a transient pulse
as the CO surface concentration increases. They observe no
correlation with ‘‘C’’ coverage. However, within the monomer
formation limit the CO to CHx transformation is slow com-
pared to the rate constant of chain growth. This implies that
under the condition of CO shortage the chain growth prob-
ability is a strong function of CO pressure and reactive ‘‘C1’’
concentration is very low. Part of the reactive ‘‘C1’’ will be
converted to non-reactive carbon under low CO and H2

conditions.

4.2 The CO insertion chain growth mechanism and oxygenate
formation

The kinetics of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction based on the CO
insertion chain growth mechanism is quite different from that
of the carbide mechanism. For this reason we also include here
an analysis of CO insertion chain growth kinetics using an
analogous approach as in the previous section.133 As we will
see, it predicts that the rate of CO consumption has a positive
order in CO pressure and that it will also depend on the chain
growth rate.

The lumped kinetics scheme according to the CO insertion
chain growth mechanism is shown in Scheme 2.

Whereas in the carbide scheme the maximum in CO con-
sumption rate is determined by the balance of rates of chain

growth kf
CC and kCHx

CO , and the latter has to be fast, the condi-
tions for high RCO and a are very different within the CO
insertion mechanism. This is illustrated by Fig. 12.

Fig. 12 shows that the maximum in the rate of CO con-

sumption RCO now is determined by the values where kCHx
CO

crosses the rate of chain growth termination kt (for simplicity in
Fig. 11 Schematic illustration of the elementary rate relations necessary for
high Fischer–Tropsch chain growth according to the carbide mechanism.
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Fig. 12 the three kt’s have been assumed to be equal). Different
from the carbide mechanism kinetics, the probability of the
rate of CO consumption becomes negatively affected when

kCHx
CO

�
kt becomes large, because then CO transformation to

CHx is so fast that no adsorbed CO is left on the surface for
incorporation into the growing chain.

As long as a remains large, the surface coverage is domi-
nated by growing hydrocarbon chains. This, however, depends
on the rate of CO insertion kf compared to kt. a will decrease
when the ratio of kt and kf becomes too large. Then the coverage
by growing hydrocarbon chains is taken over by coverage with

‘‘C1’’ species. When kCHx
CO is less than kt the surface becomes

covered with CO. Now methane formation competes with

methanol formation. Upon increasing the value of kCHx
CO ,

methane selectivity and the rate of CO consumption increase.

When kCHx
CO is equal to kt, methane yield and CO consumption

reach their Sabatier principle maxima. The surface becomes
covered with C1 species and the overall rate becomes controlled
by that of ‘‘CHx’’ hydrogenation.

Fig. 12 illustrates that also within the CO insertion mecha-
nism high values of a and CO consumption rate are in principle
possible. One condition is that the overall rate constant of CO
insertion is fast compared to the rates of chain growth termina-
tion as an oxygenate or a hydrocarbon. As we indicated in
Section 3, this is in conflict with computational observations
that indicate the reverse relation.

Scheme 2 Schematic representation of the lumped reaction steps of the growth by CO insertion mechanism, their rate constants, and their dependencies on
reactants, where yCO represents adsorbed CO, yi adsorbed non-oxygen containing chains of i carbons, yi,CO adsorbed oxygen containing chains of i + 1 carbons, yv

vacant surface sites, Ci desorbed alkanes of length i and Ci,CO desorbed oxygenates with i + 1 carbons. CO adsorbs again to and desorbs from vacant surface sites with
rate constants kCO

ads and kCO
des. Adsorbed CO can still dissociate with rate constant kCHx

CO , resulting in an adsorbed C1, where Oads removal from the surface is considered to
be fast. All chain growth reaction steps, inserting a CO into a chain Ci resulting in a Ci,CO, are considered reversible with rate constants kf and kb, independent of chain
length. Chain growth can proceed after cleavage of the CO bond, with the rate constant kp. Finally, C1 desorbs with rate km

t while chains Ci of at least length 2 desorb
with, again chain length independent, rate kt, and oxygen containing chains Ci,CO desorb with rate kt

0 .

Fig. 12 Catalyst performance as a function of kt and kCHx
CO for (a–d) the case of high chain growth, i.e., kp = 109 and kf = 109 (kb = 0, kCO

adsPCO = 107, kCO
des = 2 � 106), and

(e and f) the case of reduced CO insertion, i.e., kf = 107. (a) and (e) The CO consumption rate RCO. (b) and (f) The chain growth parameter a. (c) The surface coverage

with growing chains, i.e., ytot ¼
P1
i¼1

yi þ yi;CO
� �

. (d) The surface coverage with CO yCO (adapted from ref. 133).
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The rate of CO dissociation to generate the initial CHx

species into which CO (see Fig. 1b) initially inserts has to be
slow not only compared to the rate of CO insertion, but also
compared to the rate of the termination reactions. This is very
different from the condition of relatively fast CO dissociation
compared to the rate of methanation within the carbide
mechanism. It implies that the Fischer–Tropsch reaction
according to the CO insertion mechanism will be substantially
less structure dependent than predicted according to the
carbide mechanism.

Within the chain growth through the CO insertion mecha-
nism RCO increases strongly with CO pressure133 when a is
high. This is because then the CO consumption rate RCO is
dominated by the CO insertion rate into the growing chain,
which is proportional to the CO coverage. This also explains the
large decrease in RCO when comparison is made between cases
of high (Fig. 12a) and low values of kf (Fig. 12e). Strong CO
pressure dependence occurs especially in the regime of maxi-

mum RCO where the rate of CO dissociation kCHx
CO competes with

methane formation or rates of termination kt towards hydro-
carbon or kt

0 towards formation of oxygenate (see Scheme 2).
This CO pressure dependence is also very different from that

of the carbide mechanism. In agreement with experiments
within the carbide monomer formation limit RCO decreases
with CO pressure,55 and at the RCO maximum remains inde-
pendent of CO pressure.

The CO insertion chain growth model expression for
a(ins) is

aðinsÞ ¼ yi
yi�1
¼ yi;CO

yi�1;CO

¼ kpyvkfyCO
kt k0t þ kp þ kb

� �
yv

� �
þ kfyCO k0t þ kpyv

� � (3)

As in the carbide mechanism the chain growth parameter a for
oxygenate and hydrocarbon formation is the same. Also similar
as in the carbide mechanism, when the rate constant of
oxygenate desorption kt

0 is fast compared to the rate of C–O
bond cleavage kp, the CO insertion chain growth reaction path
will not continue further than formation of acetaldehyde. The
selectivity of oxygenate formation competes with the chain
growth reaction.

Eqn (3) of a(ins) can be used to identify the conditions for
high chain growth according to the CO insertion. We have
concluded in Section 3 that the overall rate constant of CO
insertion kf is substantially smaller than the rate constant of
C–O bond cleavage kp. kp is also larger than the reverse CO
insertion reaction constant kb. Then the value of the CO
insertion chain growth parameter a reduces to

a0ðinsÞ ¼ kfyCO
kt þ kfyCO

kp � k0t; kb o kp
� �

(4)

This expression shows the expected result that the rate constant
of chain termination has to be slow compared to the overall
rate constant of CO insertion. Since this condition is not
satisfied, we find as for the rate of CO consumption that within
the CO insertion chain growth model the corresponding chain

growth parameter a will be small. This rejects the CO insertion
chain growth as a viable mechanism for the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction.

CO insertion being a slow reaction step however does not
exclude chain growth termination by insertion of CO that will
produce oxygenates within the carbide mechanism. The quan-
tum-chemical data indicate that within the carbide mechanism
CO insertion into adsorbed type hydrocarbon chains (that will
terminate the reaction) and CH insertion into such adsorbed
hydrocarbon species (that will lead to chain growth) compete
(see Fig. 3). Consistent with this, microkinetics model simula-
tions111 show that when the apparent rate constant of methane
formation from adsorbed ‘‘CH’’ is decreased by an increase in
activation energy the chain growth parameter increases but
oxygenate formation decreases. This is in contrast to a sugges-
tion by Choi et al.,16 who proposed that methane formation has
to be suppressed to increase oxygenate formation. Although
this will indeed enhance chain growth, it will come at the cost
of oxygenate formation instead.

For oxygenate formation the activation energy for CHx

formation from CO and the activation energy for CO insertion
have to compete. Also the activation energy of oxygenate
desorption has to be lower than the activation energy for C–O
bond cleavage after CO insertion. Quantum-chemical results
suggest that this may be the case for Rh13,16,22 consistent with
experiments.148 Low temperatures favor oxygenate formation
on more reactive metals, especially when they have small
particles. On such small particles, as we discussed before, CO
dissociation that competes with CO insertion is suppressed. An
interesting example is the low temperature Fischer–Tropsch
reaction on Ru nanometer particles that at 460 K produce 80%
oxygenate, which is reduced to less than 10% at 500 K.126

4.3 Summarizing discussion on microkinetics

The dependence of RCO on the rate constants defined within
the carbide mechanism, as derived in the previous section, is
summarized schematically in Fig. 13a and compared with that
of the CO insertion mechanism in Fig. 13b (see also the
schematic in Fig. 1).

Within the CO insertion chain growth mechanism analytical
expressions for RCO and a valid at different ratios of elementary
rate constants can be derived analogous to eqn (1) and (2). We
refer for this to ref. 133. In the schematic of Fig. 13b the
predicted dependence of RCO and a as a function of surface
reactivity is presented for the CO insertion chain growth
mechanism. Also the analytical expressions133 for maximum
RCO when a is high and the expression of RCO for a relatively
weakly interacting surface are shown. We have argued in the
previous subsection that the condition of high a, i.e. that kt is
smaller than kfyCO, is not satisfied. For the same reason the rate
of CO consumption will be far from its theoretical maximum

and significantly less than kCHx
CO .

We also presented strong arguments that the carbide
mechanism applies within the monomer formation kinetics
limit on practical catalysts. The CO consumption rate is rate
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limited in the activation of CO kCHx
CO . Therefore practical

Fischer–Tropsch catalysts are predicted to operate below the
maximum in CO consumption. In Fig. 13a this reactivity regime
is indicated with the blue area.

An important kinetic argument in favor of the carbide mecha-
nism is the positive order in CO pressure predicted according to
the CO insertion mechanism, which is not the experimental
observation. Furthermore, we concluded that predicted a values
based on quantum-chemical estimates will also be low within the
CO insertion mechanism. Whereas agreement with kinetics pre-
dictions is no proof for the validity of a particular mechanism at
least it has to be consistent with experiments.

The conclusion that the carbide mechanism applies has a
major implication for the particle size dependence of the
reaction. Since the overall chain growth probability strongly
depends on the rate of CO to CHx transformation as well as the
rate of CHx hydrogenation to methane, a change in the chem-
istry of the reactive center that affects the relative rate of CO
dissociation will have a major effect on the chain growth
probability a. We have discussed that on small particles step
edge sites uniquely active for low activation energy CO dissocia-
tion may become unstable and hence below a particular
particle size Fischer–Tropsch reaction selectivity will change.
The selectivity for longer hydrocarbon formation has been
experimentally found to decrease for Co. On the other hand
the decrease in CO consumption rate on Ru nanoparticles with
decreased size has been ascribed only to a change in reactive
centers without change in reactivity.78

Transient SSITKA experiments using switching experiments
with isotopes are able to distinguish changes in the fraction of
reaction centers from the change in the chemistry of the
reaction center that changes reaction rate constants.149 The
partial differential equations that correspond to kinetics
schemes such as Schemes 1 and 2 can also be solved as a
function of time and enable one to calculate the residence
times of particular products.

For the carbide mechanism Fig. 14 illustrates typical results
of such simulations.143 We have studied the residence times t
as a function of different rate parameters, changing each of

them independently. Fig. 14 illustrates that whereas there is no
change in the methane residence time tmethane with the change

in kCHx
CO in the absence of chain growth, it increases when kCHx

CO

is decreased. The kinetics changes from chain growth limited

kinetics when kCHx
CO is large to monomer limited kinetics when

kCHx
CO becomes less than kf

CC. Also dependence on CO pressure
or the elementary rate of chain growth termination can be
studied computationally in the same way. As expected tCO will
increase with increased adsorption energy of CO, but the effect
on the residence time of methane is small. When the rate of
hydrocarbon chain termination increases, the chain growth
parameter a decreases and the residence time of methane will
decrease.

The experimentally observed decrease in tmethane with an
increase in particle size is an indication that on the larger
particle the monomer limit is not anymore strictly valid and
that the experimental RCO has shifted more closely to the
maximum in RCO. Consistent with experiments no changes in
the residence time of CO occur. It has been argued79 that
possibly the increased adsorption energy of CO is responsible
for the change in tmethane, but this is not confirmed by the
simulations.

This information can be used to analyse available experi-
mental SSITKA data on changes in transient behavior in
combination with changes in catalyst performance for a few
supported Co and Ru catalysts as a function of catalyst particle
size. Data from the Holmen group78–80 are summarized in
Table 4. It also includes one set of data that refers to a
promoted supported Co catalyst.

In Table 4 we used four catalyst performance parameters to
determine the reasons for the changes in reactivity. The use of
transient kinetic data enables one to decouple changes in
elementary rate constants from changes in site concentration
or surface coverage. The experiments are done in such a way
that reaction conditions remain the same, but transient beha-
vior is induced by the isotope change of CO. One notes that for
the Co catalysts supported by carbon, the change in the
elementary rate constant of CO activation causes a change in

Fig. 13 Schematic comparison of elementary rate constant relations between catalyst strength and catalyst performance for (a) the carbide mechanism and (b) the
CO insertion mechanism.
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reactivity when particle size decreases. However in other cases
there is only a change in the number of sites, or there is also a
change in the rate of termination. Clearly there is not one
unique reason why the reactivity pattern changes for different
catalysts.

Another relevant experiment is the measurement of H2/D2

isotope effects in the Fischer–Tropsch reaction. Experimentally
it is reported150,151 that when excess methane is produced there
is no measurable isotope shift on methane production, whereas
there is a substantial effect on C2

+ yield. We have argued in the
previous sections that excess methane is produced on low-
reactive surface sites on which CO activation is hydrogen
assisted, but ‘‘CHx’’ conversion to methane is fast. This is
consistent with the absence of an isotope effect since isotope
replacement by deuterium will only imply a small secondary
effect on the overall activation energy of C–O bond cleavage.
This situation is different for C2

+ production that increases with
the chain growth parameter a. A high value of a implies that

kCHx
CO has to be fast compared to the rate of ‘‘CHx’’ transforma-

tion to methane. The apparent chain growth rate is a sensitive
function of competition between ‘‘CHx’’ insertion and CHx

hydrogenation. The faster the CHx hydrogenation, the smaller
the chain growth parameter a. The rate of ‘‘CHx’’ to methane
transformation will have a large isotope effect, and hence the
C2

+ yield will be affected.

5 In perspective

One of the key unresolved questions in fundamental hetero-
geneous catalysis is understanding and predicting not only the
activity of a catalyst, but also its selectivity. While the Sabatier
principle, which predicts the volcano curve type dependence of
rate versus surface reactivity, can be used to predict the intrinsic
rate of a catalytic reaction based on first principle molecular
data,3,6,7,9,11 no such general principle for the intrinsic selec-
tivity of a reaction can be given.5,140 The main reason for this
absence of a general theory of selectivity in heterogeneous
catalysis is that the molecular events that control this are
reaction specific. One first needs to unravel the sequence of
molecular events that close the catalytic cycle of reactant
adsorption and product desorption. Then, when different pro-
ducts are formed in parallel reaction sequences, selective

Fig. 14 Dependence of half-lives for CO (tCO) and methane (tCH4
), steady state production (RCO) and chain growth rate (a) on the dissociation rate constant kCHx

CO .
Values of not mentioned rate constants are kCO

adsPCO = 1, kCO
des = 0.2, and kt = 5 � 10�4. Three regimes are discerned, which are separated by the dashed vertical lines at

kCHx
CO ¼ kt and kCHx

CO ¼ kfCC for the blue case, i.e., kf
CC = kb

CC = 10�2. For this case also the approximations lnð2Þ
.

kCOdes þ kCHx
CO yv

� �
for tCO and ln(2)/(kt + kf

CC(y1 + yt)) for tCH4

are shown (adapted from ref. 143).

Table 4 Model explanation of particle size dependent changes and changes due to promoter effects of Fischer–Tropsch kinetics based on residence time simulations
of measured Fischer–Tropsch performance parameters and SSITKA deduced residence times of CO and methane (reproduced with permission from ref. 143)

Experimental observation

Model explanationtCH4
tCO RCO a

Effect of decrease in particle size
Co (carbon support)79 Longer Shorter Decreases Decreases kCHx

CO decreases
Co (silica support)79 Shorter Shorter Decreases Decreases kt increases, decrease in number of sites
Ru (alumina support)78 Constant Longer Decreases Constant Decrease in number of sites

Effect of promotion
Co (MnO promoted)80 Longer Longer Increases Increases kt decreases, increase in number of sites
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product formation may depend on the relative stability of
adsorbed reaction intermediates and the kinetics of individual
elementary reaction steps. Heterogeneity of the catalyst surface
may further relate different surface sites with the selectivity.
This is however only one example of an explanation of catalyst
selectivity. Also surface reaction sequences may occur where
the relative rate of a consecutive elementary reaction is essen-
tial. The Fischer–Tropsch reaction is a prime example of a
complex network of surface reactions that illustrates the var-
ious features that control selectivity differences. Selectivity of
the Fischer–Tropsch reaction depends on the presence of
different surface sites, but not because they preferentially
stabilize a particular surface intermediate, but rather because
at different sites the ratio of essential elementary reaction steps
is quite different.

A theoretical basis to the mechanistic understanding of
selectivity has become available from state of the art quan-
tum-chemical calculations. It provides molecular information
on the relative stability of reaction intermediates and their
corresponding elementary reaction rates. These data can be
used as input to microkinetics simulations, so that predictions
can be made of catalyst performance for different proposed
reaction mechanisms. In order to kinetically discriminate
between different molecular mechanistic models, it is hereby
essential to use methods for the solution of the microkinetics
model equations that do not invoke any assumption on a
particular rate controlling step. This can be done by direct
solution of the ordinary differential equations (ODEs) of the
corresponding microkinetics models. For the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction, we have argued that quantum-chemical molecular
data strongly indicate that not the CO insertion chain growth
mechanism but the carbide chain growth mechanism is
responsible because the chain growth in the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction kinetics operates within the so-called monomer for-
mation kinetics limit, in which the activity is controlled by C–O
bond activation that is the rate controlling step. This insight is
an important attainment for the practical kinetics modeling of
Fischer–Tropsch processes. Kinetics models other than those
based on the carbide chain growth mechanism have limited
predictive value.

An interesting advantage of the possibility to use computed
molecular data deduced from quantum-chemical modeling is
also that a comparison can be made between the kinetics
performance of different reaction centers. Predictive catalysis
has thus become available that relates catalyst structure and
composition with catalyst performance.

5.1 The selectivity of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction

The Fischer–Tropsch reaction is one of the most complex
heterogeneous catalytic reactions that are known. It is a poly-
merization reaction that uniquely combines formation of its
elementary building unit (CHx from CO) with chain growth of
long hydrocarbon chains and formation of products of a
complex composition. This reflects in a complicated reaction
scheme with many different reaction intermediates that inter-
relate through surface reaction steps. Interestingly we do not

only have sequential or parallel reaction steps, but also reaction
loops. The latter relates to a new kinetics feature discovered by
the use of first principle quantum-chemical hydrocarbon chain
growth rate data. In contrast to the widely used assumption of
all of current chain growth models of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction, the chain growth reaction is not unidirectional. The
chain growth equilibrium constant of adsorbed hydrocarbon
chains that vary with one carbon unit varies from exothermic or
thermodynamically neutral in favor of chain growth to
endothermic for reactive surfaces that stabilize the dissociated
state. Because of the latter surface CHx intermediates are not
only generated from adsorbed CO, but also through dissocia-
tion of growing hydrocarbon chains, which is the reverse of the
chain growth reaction. This creates a surface reaction loop with
increased residence times of surface CHx intermediates. It
provides an explanation for high methane yield with catalysts
of high reactivity (see ref. 75) such as W or Mo.

Theory indicates that the selectivity of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction depends on the presence of different surface sites, not
just because they preferentially stabilize particular intermedi-
ates, but rather because at different sites the ratio of essential
elementary reaction steps is quite different. One of the most
important selectivity issues for the Fischer–Tropsch reaction is
for instance the need to suppress methane formation, but
formation of long chain hydrocarbons has to be efficient. The
surface reaction responsible for methane formation is hydro-
genation of adsorbed CHx. This CHx intermediate is formed
through reaction sequences in which ultimately a C–O bond of
CO is cleaved. The competitive desirable reaction that removes
CHx from the surface is insertion of CHx into the growing
hydrocarbon chain.

Interestingly the elementary rate constant for CHx insertion
into the growing hydrocarbon chain is not strongly dependent
on catalyst composition or reaction site structure. One predicts
optimal yield of long hydrocarbons when the elementary rate
constant of CHx insertion into the growing hydrocarbon chain
is of comparable rate as the rate constant of CHx formation.
However since the Fischer–Tropsch reaction operates within
the monomer formation kinetics limit the rate constant of CHx

formation from CO is rate controlling. Hence theory indicates
that current Fischer–Tropsch catalysts do not operate under the
condition of maximum long hydrocarbon yield. This provides a
great challenge for further exploratory work to improve current
catalysts. The simulations also indicate that to improve
Fischer–Tropsch process yield one condition is to increase
the rate of C–O bond cleavage reactions steps that form CHx.

The condition that formation of CHx by decomposition of
CO has to be fast, while the removal rate of CHx as methane has
to be slow has an important implication for the optimum
structure of the catalytic site. This condition is not satisfied
on surface terraces but can be satisfied on more highly coordi-
natively unsaturated surfaces of metals such as Co, Ru and Rh
that contain stepped surface edge type sites. This has obviously
important consequences for the particle size dependence and
structure sensitivity of Fischer–Tropsch active metal particles.
It is for instance also the molecular basis for the preference of
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Ni as a methanation catalyst. This metal has a high barrier for
CO activation and CHx is rapidly hydrogenated to give methane.

An important corollary of monomer formation kinetics is
that CO is the major adsorbate on surface sites that primarily
give methane as well as on surface sites that are selective for
chain growth. Then the CO consumption rate does not expli-
citly depend on the rate of chain growth or chain growth
termination. The rate controlling step of the overall conversion
rate of CO is the activation of CO to produce adsorbed CHx

intermediates and possibly the rate of Oads removal. This
simplifies dramatically the kinetic equations for the calculation
of the rate of CO consumption.152 There is however an impor-
tant caveat. Although this leads to the same expressions as for
the methanation reaction, to model the Fischer–Tropsch reac-
tion the elementary rate constant of methane production has
to be low compared to that of (hydrogen activated) CO
bond cleavage. Only then the Fischer–Tropsch reaction will
have a high selectivity towards the production of long chain
hydrocarbons.

The microkinetics simulations illustrate the subtle role of
adsorbed hydrogen in the formation of longer hydrocarbons.
The reaction rate generally has a positive order in hydrogen
pressure and negative order in CO pressure. Since the overall
rate of reaction is controlled by C–O bond activation these
reaction orders are consistent with CO as the dominant
adsorbed species. The positive order of CO consumption rate
in hydrogen pressure is amongst others because the CO
adsorption energy is higher than that of dissociatively adsorbed
H2. CO adsorption will suppress hydrogen adsorption. Hydro-
gen is needed for hydrogenation of reaction intermediates and
removal of adsorbed oxygen. Hydrogen activated CO dissocia-
tion is the dominant path that leads to the formation of
methane on surface sites that have high barriers for direct
CO bond cleavage. It is not yet clear whether the sites that are
responsible for chain growth also require hydrogen assisted
C–O bond cleavage or that then direct C–O dissociation already
occurs with an activation energy low compared to methane
formation from adsorbed CHx. This is an interesting question
in need of further investigation. The effect of hydrogen pres-
sure on chain growth selectivity relates to the nature of the
partially hydrogenated CHx intermediate that is incorporated
into the growing hydrocarbon chain. The chain growth para-
meter a can have a positive (increased formation of CHx from
adsorbed CO) as well as a negative order in hydrogen pressure
(increased rate of methane formation or chain growth
termination).

Mathematically the surface reaction loop in the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction due to reversibility of the hydrocarbon chain
growth reaction leads to unexpected behavior of the chain
growth parameter a. This is because when the chain growth
reaction is reversible two values of chain growth parameter a
can be the solution of corresponding kinetics steady state
equations. One value of a is larger than one and the other is
smaller than one.132 In the case of reversible chain growth,
conservation of mass indicates that only the value of chain
growth parameter a less than one is physically acceptable.

However practical microkinetics simulations have to include
cut-off of hydrocarbon chain length beyond a particular chain
length. Mathematically this implies deviations in the calculated
product distribution near hydrocarbon chain length cut off,
which arise from mixing of solutions of the steady state
equation corresponding to a value of a higher than one. In
the particular case of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction simulations
have to include at least hydrocarbon chain lengths longer than
50 carbon atoms. Because of this limitation, it is a great
computational challenge to implement lateral effects in
dynamic Monte Carlo simulations of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction, because it implies inclusion of a prohibitively large
number of reaction steps in such a simulation.

Chemically chain growth value a higher than one occurs
typically in conventional oligomerization reactions of limited
range with reversible reaction steps. Then one finds differen-
tially from the Fischer–Tropsch product that the longer oligo-
mers will dominate.

This observation may be relevant to the unresolved pro-
blems in Fischer–Tropsch catalysis to produce selectively a
hydrocarbon distribution within a limited chain length range
without coproduction of lighter hydrocarbons. Possibly transi-
ent process conditions that limit the reaction time for chain
growth153 may lead to such unique selectivity patterns in
combination with catalysts that show slightly endothermic
surface chain growth thermodynamics.

Alternatively a steady state approach can be used by inor-
ganic engineering of the catalyst so that methane formation is
suppressed. Application of high temperature will reduce the
chain growth parameter a, but promoters have to be found that
suppress methane formation by decreasing the rate of CHx

hydrogenation. Interestingly selective ethylene and propylene
production without coproduction of methane has been discov-
ered recently by de Jong et al.42 for a promoted supported Fe
catalyst at high temperature.

5.2 Improvements in the Fischer–Tropsch microkinetics
model

In the microkinetics simulations we have assumed oxygen
removal to be fast, which is consistent with indications from
quantum-chemical studies. Nonetheless microkinetics simula-
tions should be explored with explicit incorporation of surface
oxygen removal. In this context it is interesting that it has been
suggested that CO activation and low activation energy O
removal can be coupled.31 They suggest end-on activation of
CO by a surface hydrogen atom to give the dominant activation
path for C–O bond cleavage, because then easily removable OH
intermediates are formed on the surface. In case the two
reaction steps of CO activation and Oads removal are not
coupled, that particular reaction pathway of CO activation
would not compete with alternative lower activation paths for
C–O bond cleavage. Oxygen removal reactions may also appear
essential for better understanding of support effects and par-
ticle size dependence. An early explanation of the decrease in
the rate of the Fischer–Tropsch reaction beyond a particular
size of the metal particle154 has been the suggestion that the
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smaller nanoparticles become oxidized. Partially oxidized
phases of metal particles are often experimentally observed.
Changes in the water partial pressure have also been observed
to assist as well as suppress the rate of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction.37

Furthermore, although we discussed some aspects of the
kinetics of oxygenate formation, this topic and more generally
the discussion of the detailed selectivity of the Fischer–Tropsch
reaction as a function of catalyst composition and structure
warrants extensive broadening of the current molecular data-
base on reaction intermediates and elementary reaction steps
of the reaction. A question that is essentially open is whether
the optimum structure and composition of the reaction center
for oxygenate formation versus long chain hydrocarbon for-
mation are different. This may well be the case, since the
balance between the rate of C–O bond cleavage and that of
CO insertion will be different for the two cases. A guiding
principle to optimize oxygenate formation is the search for
promoters that change this balance, without promotion of the
formation of methane or methanol.

Moreover, the microkinetics simulations do not include read-
sorption effects. In applied Fischer–Tropsch reaction kinetics
models olefin readsorption has been shown to be of particular
interest to predict deviations from the hydrocarbon product ASF
chain length distribution.52,155 Readsorption effects depend on
local concentrations of product around the catalyst particle and
are hence intrinsically linked to inclusion of heat and mass
transfer effects. The integration of the molecular catalysis
approach and microkinetics into overall macroscopic kinetics
that includes mass and heat transfer provides an important
challenge to computational reactor engineering.156–158

5.3 Future developments in computational catalysis

There is considerable scope for improvement of the first
principle microkinetics simulation approach of this Perspec-
tive. The microkinetics models used to support our arguments
have to be considered idealized, allowing substantial room for
further improvement. Quantum-chemical studies indicate that acti-
vation barriers of surface reactions can be substantially altered,
when comparison is made for reactions in a surface overlayer with
few vacancies, compared to the situation on a vacant surface.118,159

This can be accounted for in simulations that do not include
explicitly lateral effects, but apply at high surface coverage by using
free energy values of ground and transition states calculated under
this condition. For instance, the microkinetics simulations of the
carbide mechanism did not explicitly include lateral effects, but
used a value for the CO adsorption energy adjusted to its value at
high CO coverage. Early kinetic Monte Carlo simulations on hydro-
genation of ethylene160,161 illustrate the relevance of explicit inclu-
sion of lateral effects in order to model alloying effects properly. We
envision that in the coming years more often coverage-dependent
free energy changes, but even more importantly reaction path
changes, will be explicitly incorporated into microkinetics models.

First principle microkinetics simulations are based on mole-
cular data of reaction intermediate stability and corresponding
activation free energies. State of the art is the application of

quantum-chemical DFT calculations. The accuracy of calculated
energies varies typically between 10 and 30 kJ mol�1. This is
generally acceptable when one needs to decide between different
mechanistic options. However prediction of kinetics as a func-
tion of temperature requires accuracy of energies of the order of
a few kJ mol�1. Hence there is a great need for the development
of more accurate quantum-chemical methods useful to study the
large systems relevant to computational catalysis.

Current state of the art catalytic reaction modeling relates
catalyst performance with catalyst structure and composition.
However an essential ingredient to be predictive in practical
catalysis has still to be added. This is to predict the surface
phase of a heterogeneous catalytic reaction under reaction
conditions. Unfortunately to predict this surface phase is still
one of the great challenges in the computational approach to
heterogeneous catalysis. To the modeling of the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction in particular this is a very important issue.

As especially emphasized by Schulz,47,162 Fischer–Tropsch
catalysts may self-organize and become activated in the course
of reaction. This may relate to formation of a selective (carbidic)
surface phase163 or surface reconstruction effects.49,50

This topic of catalyst surface reconstruction in contact with a
reactive medium is expected to be a major field of study in the
future, not only for Fischer–Tropsch catalysis, but also more
generally in heterogeneous catalysis.

Notwithstanding the great progress in modeling and under-
standing of heterogeneous catalytic reactions made, a new
venue to catalyst modeling is envisioned when the dynamics
of atomistic and molecular events on surfaces becomes expli-
citly considered. On a short time scale molecular dynamics
simulations of individual movement of surface atoms or their
collective motion will lead to formation of new surface phases,
which may have different catalytic reactivity compared to the
initial surface state. The use of surface thermodynamics meth-
ods to deduce the relative stability of surface phases in equili-
brium with a gas atmosphere of particular composition and
pressure will increasingly be used to approximate the structure
of reacting surfaces.56–58 To study changes of catalyst perfor-
mance at time scales relevant to catalyst deactivation is still a
greater challenge. Nonselective reactions that occur with low
probability, as for instance carbon deposition in the Fischer–
Tropsch reaction, then become relevant. Also intermediate
carbonyl formation that may lead to catalyst sintering then
has to be considered. To include such phenomena into the
catalyst modeling domain implies a multiscale approach that
integrates events over a large range of different length and time
scales. With this strategy one joins the great endeavor of
current computational science that relates microscopic proper-
ties of short time and length scales with macroscopic phenom-
ena at the larger length and longer time scales.
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